ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Differential Evolution (DE) was proposed by Price and Storn [1] which is a evolutionary based optimization technique and based on a differential operator. Engineering problems like aerodynamic design, mechanical design optimization, design of digital filters and multiprocessor synthesis have been solved by DE [2] . Differential Evolution was applied for solving clustering problems [3] . But due to problems associated with high dimensional datasets DE based clustering methods proposed in literature may fail to find clusters in high dimensional datasets. The dataset may contain irrelevant dimensions. As the number of dimensions increases in dataset, the distance measures become increasingly meaningless. Each cluster may exist in different subspaces of dataset [4] . Subspace clusters which exist in subspaces of dataset can be found by subspace and projected clustering methods [5] . These methods may be applied for finding subspace clusters in different applications like metabolic screening, gene expression analysis, text documents and customer recommendation systems [6] . Hence there is need for DE based high dimensional data clustering methods which can find subspace clusters in high dimensional datasets.
The clustering results are evaluated using cluster validity indices. Cluster validation indices which use information present in the data are called as internal cluster validation indices. External cluster validation indices use external information that is available about the data [7] . The optimal clustering solution can be identified by executing a clustering algorithm several times with different input parameters each time and validating clusters obtained with a cluster validation index. The optimal clustering solution is the one which has the best value for cluster validation index [8] . Various cluster validation indices were defined in literature [9] [10] [11] [12] . There exists no best cluster validation index which always gives better result compared to other indices. Better results can be obtained by fusion of various cluster validation indices compared to using single cluster validation index for getting optimal clustering solution. Internal validation indices like DaviesBouldin index and Dunn index can be fused to validate clustering solutions for obtaining optimal clustering solution [13] . Using fusion of internal validation indices can give better results but available external information about the dataset is not used in the validation of clustering solution. Hybrid cluster validation indices are based on internal and external cluster validation indices. These indices use the available external information in the validation process in addition to intrinsic information present in the data [15] .
Impurity of certain split in decision trees was measured in literature by using impurity measures like gini index, entropy index, classification error index and information gain ratio index. Gini index, Entropy index and Classification error index can be used in the gain criterion defined in [14] to get Gini gain index, Information gain index and Classification error gain index respectively. The quality of clustering solutions can be evaluated using these impurity measures [15] .
Many cluster validation techniques are designed for evaluating clustering quality of full dimensional clustering methods. These techniques find difficulty to evaluate the clustering quality of subspace and projected clustering methods which find clusters present in subspaces of datasets. Subspace Clustering Quality Estimate index (SCQE index) was proposed in literature to evaluate the clustering quality of clustering methods which finds subspace clusters. SCQE index was defined based on Davies-Bouldin index [16] .
In this paper we propose a hybrid cluster validation index for high dimensional datasets using SCQE index for internal cluster validation and Gini index gain for external cluster validation. We also propose a semi-supervised clustering method where DE optimizes the proposed hybrid cluster validation index.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Related work is given in Section 2. Section 3 explains proposed work. Section 4 includes results and discussion. Conclusions are made in Section 5.
RELATED WORK
Differential Evolution (DE) was applied for clustering by Das et al. [3] . In [17] document clustering was performed by using DE. Sudhakar et al. [18] clustered image datasets with DE. A comparision of data clustering by Particle swarm optimization (PSO) and DE techniques was made by Sai Hanuman et al. [19] . Simulation results showed that DE could provide better performance compared to PSO.
Due to various problems associated with clustering of high dimensional datasets the above given methods tend to fail for these datasets. Hence subspace and projected clustering methods were proposed to overcome the problems associated with clustering of high dimensional datasets. Approaches which start from full dimensional space to find relevant attributes of cluster are known as top-down approaches [6] . PROCLUS [20] randomly selects set of points from input dataset. A set of scattered medoids are obtained from the randomly selected points. Subspace is determined for each medoid and points are assigned to the medoids based on subspace identified. Clustering quality is increased by replacing the bad medoids with new medoids. This replacement of medoids is performed as long as quality of clustering increases. Clusters identified are used for finding relevant dimensions again. Reassignment of points to medoids is done based on relevant dimensions found. DOC [21] selects tentative cluster members and an arbitrary point for the cluster. Relevant attributes for cluster are identified by using projections of tentative cluster members and projection of selected arbitrary point on attributes. The procedure for finding single cluster is repeated several times and cluster with highest quality is taken. The other projected clusters are found in similar way. A specialized distance measure is used in PreDeCon [22] . Each point is associated with separate weights for all attributes. Relevant attributes are found by using variance of the points in a full-dimensional ε-neighborhood. Relevant attributes are given weight k>>1 and the other attributes are given weight 1. Clusters are then identified by using a full dimensional density based clustering method.
Cluster validation techniques were used for predicting the number of clusters in the dataset. The number of clusters in cancer tumor datasets is estimated by Bolshakova et al. [23] . The prediction of number of clusters was improved by a weighted voting technique. The number of clusters in artificial datasets was examined by Dimitriadou et al. [24] using 14 cluster validation indices. A new method to estimate number of clusters in the dataset was developed by Dudoit et al. [25] . A review of cluster validity measures available in literature was presented by Halkidi et al. [26] . A comparision of various internal and external validation indices was made by Erendira Rendon et al. [7] . Satish et al. [27] used Genetic algorithm to find optimal level of cutting the dendrogram obtained by hierarchical clustering on input dataset. A document clustering method based on cluster validation was presented by Zheng-Yu Niu et al. [28] . Multiple internal cluster validation indices was used by Krzysztof Kryszczuk et al. [13] to estimate the number of clusters. Significant gains in accuracy in estimating the number of clusters was obtained by fusion of multiple cluster validation indices. A weighted rank aggregation of various cluster validation measures was performed by Pihur et al. [29] using a Monte Carlo approach. Demiriz et al. [30] proposed a hybrid index based on gini index and Davies-Bouldin (DB) index. An effective framework based on clustering and classification was proposed by Patil et al [31] . Labels have been assigned through clustering. The noise points were eliminated by matching assigned labels with given labels in the pre-process step. Promising classification accuracy was obtained by proposed framework as compared to other methods found in literature. Classification accuracy of classifier can be improved by using internal information present in the data [31] . Hence the results of clustering methods which use external information for validation purposes can be improved by using the validation methods which are based on internal information about the data. A cluster validation metric known as Subspace Clustering Quality Estimate metric (SCQE metric) for evaluating subspace clusters was proposed by Urszula Markowska-Kaczmar et al. [16] as it is difficult to use cluster validation techniques designed for full dimensional clusters to evaluate subspace clusters.
PROPOSED WORK
In this section proposed VINAYAKA method is explained. Figure 1 shows the VINAYAKA method. Equation (1) shows proposed hybrid cluster validation index for evaluating subspace clusters obtained from proposed projected clustering method. W1 represents the weight given to internal cluster validation component and W2 represents the weight given to external cluster validation component. SCQE was proposed in [16] for evaluating quality of subspace clusters obtained from subspace clustering methods. Gain obtained from Gini index can be used for finding impurity of certain split in decision trees [14] . This gain criterion can be used for external cluster validation [15] . In the proposed hybrid SCQE-Gini Gain index, the evaluation of clustering solution is based on SCQE index and Gini Gain index. Similarly, we can obtain other hybrid cluster validation methods for evaluating quality of subspace clusters present in subspaces of high dimensional datasets. SCQE-Gini Gain index = W1*SCQE index+ W2*Gini Gain index (1) From Figure 1 we can observe that DE finds optimal centers of subspace clusters by optimizing a hybrid cluster validation index. In the fitness function, clusters are obtained by identifying relevant attributes based on neighbourhood of cluster centers and assignment of points to centers using relevant attributes found. Clusters obtained are used for finding relevant attributes again and re-assignment of points is done based on relevant attributes found to obtain subspace clusters. The subspace clusters obtained are validated using proposed hybrid cluster validation index. The value of hybrid cluster validation index is taken as fitness value of the vector. The algorithm returns optimal cluster centers of subspace clusters after termination. 
Generate initial population
Evaluate below six steps for each vector to obtain fitness values Find neighbourhood of cluster centers Identify relevant attributes of clusters Assign points to cluster centers using relevant attributes found in above step Use clusters identified in above step to find relevant attributes of clusters Reassign points to cluster centers using relevant attributes identified in above step Hybrid subspace cluster validation: a) Find SCQE index b) Find Gini gain index using class labels c) Fitness= W1*(SCQE index) + W2* (Gini gain index)
LOOP until termination condition reached

Get mutated vector Get trial vector
Evaluate below six steps for each trial vector to obtain fitness values Find neighbourhood of cluster centers Identify relevant attributes of clusters Assign points to cluster centers using relevant attributes found in above step Use clusters identified in above step to find relevant attributes of clusters Reassign points to cluster centers using relevant attributes identified in above step Hybrid subspace cluster validation: a) Find SCQE index b) Find Gini gain index using class labels c) Fitness= W1*(SCQE index) + W2* (Gini gain index)
Replace target vector with trial vector if trial vector has better fitness value END LOOP RETURN optimal subspace cluster centers
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section we present the results obtained for some synthetic datasets with a hybrid cluster validation index proposed in [15] . We also present the results obtained for Wisconsin breast cancer data [32] with proposed method.
k-means clustering has been used to obtain clustering solutions from synthetic datasets. The clustering solutions obtained for various values of number of clusters parameter are validated with a hybrid cluster validation index and an internal validation index. First dataset is organized into 15 clusters in 3 dimensional space. Each cluster is given a separate class label. Hence there are 15 classes in the first dataset. There are 5 groups of 3 close clusters in the dataset. Second dataset is created by giving a single class label to each group of 3 close clusters. So, second dataset has 5 labels because there are 5 groups each of which is given a separate class label. Class labels have been assigned to only a part of the datasets because complete external information may not always be available. Both datasets contain labelled data part and unlabelled data part. Internal index has been calculated using all points in the dataset. External index has been calculated using labelled data part of the dataset. Results have been obtained using Dunn index and hybrid Dunn-CEGR index [15] with equal weights on two datasets. Results obtained are discussed below. Figure 2 shows the index plot of Dunn index for both the datasets. As both datasets differ only in class labels Dunn index plot will be same for both the datasets. Figure 3 shows the index plot of dataset 1 with hybrid Dunn-CEGR index. Figure 4 shows the index plot of dataset 2 with hybrid Dunn-CEGR index. Table 1 shows optimal number of clusters obtained with Dunn index and hybrid index when applied on two datasets. Table 1 From Table 1 we can observe that Dunn index gave 5 clusters as optimal for both datasets. This is because there are 5 groups of 3 close clusters and we get 5 clusters by clubbing 3 close clusters to a single cluster and Dunn index value is optimal at 5 clusters. Result obtained by Dunn index is correct for dataset 2. For dataset 1 difference between expected result (15 clusters) and obtained result (5 clusters) is 10 clusters. Hybrid Dunn-CEGR index gave 14 clusters for dataset 1 and hence error in number of clusters is just 1 cluster. For dataset 2 hybrid index gave correct result of 5 clusters. This is because we are using some class labels available for cluster validation in addition to Dunn index. Both datasets used differ only in class labels. When there are group of close clusters in the dataset then all these close clusters may be clubbed and considered as single large cluster or each cluster in the group of close clusters can be considered as separate cluster. But using only internal information present in the dataset will give same result for both cases. Hence using little external information available for cluster validation in addition to internal information present in data can give different result for both cases. The clusters obtained by using VINAYAKA method are referred as output clusters and clusters present in the dataset are referred as input clusters. Table 2 shows matching points between output clusters {1, 2} and input clusters {A, B} of Wisconsin breast cancer data for 6 average subspace dimensions. Input clusters A and B correspond to two classes present in Wisconsin breast cancer data. Each row has a large value compared to other value which shows that each output cluster matched to input cluster present in the data. Output cluster 1 matched to input cluster A and output cluster 2 matched to input cluster B. Output cluster 1 contains 22 misclassified points and output cluster 2 contains 9 misclassified points. Table 3 gives the relevant dimensions of output clusters identified by using proposed method for Wisconsin breast cancer data for average number of subspace dimensions 6. First output cluster has relevant dimensions {2,3,4,5,6,8,9} and second output cluster has relevant dimensions {2,3,5,6,9}.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed VINAYAKA, a semi-supervised projected clustering method using Differential Evolution optimization technique. We also proposed a hybrid cluster validation index for evaluating quality of subspace clusters obtained from projected clustering methods. In the VINAYAKA projected clustering method, DE obtains optimal cluster centers of subspace clusters by optimizing a hybrid cluster validation index. The hybrid cluster validation index proposed in this paper is based on SCQE index and Gini Gain index. The proposed semisupervised projected clustering method is applied on Wisconsin breast cancer dataset to find subspace clusters present in this dataset. It has been observed that 95.46 percentage of points in the dataset are correctly classified based on subspace clusters identified by using VINAYAKA method. Our future work includes creation of several new classification methods based on semisupervised projected clustering method proposed in this work.
